1999 crown victoria headlights

Ford Crown Victoria owners have reported problems related to headlights under the exterior
lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Crown Victoria based on all problems reported for the
Crown Victoria. A couple of years ago while on vacation miles from home with my family the
headlights suddenly went out. After a little inspection I found we still had flash to pass high
beams. The next day July 3rd I went to the local dealer and the parts houses and no one had a
replacement. As a former usaf jet engine mechanic I went back to the camper and found a
wiring diagram. I figured out it was a problem with the lighting control module. I took it apart
and replaced the defective relay. We finished our vacation and I soon forgot the issue. I received
a recall notice for the module and took it to the dealership for replacement. I was informed by
the service manager that since I had repaired the part Ford would not take it back so they could
not help me. I had the sneaking feeling I was being lied to. I went home and researched the
recall. I found the repair does not even involve replacing the part but taps into the wiring before
the module. I called Ford corp and was told they did not understand what I was talking about as
they weren't a technician but they stood by their dealers decision. I don't feel that I should be
punished for doing what it took to get my family home safely. I hope you can help me with this
problem. See all problems of the Ford Crown Victoria. I bought the car a few months back. The
headlights worked just fine at first, then started either not turning on or would shut off while
going down the road. They will not turn back on by flipping the lights on there is nothing you
can do. Only thing you can do it wait a few hours and hope they turn back on. Headlights go out
while driving. Dash lights and headlights on when driving down road on dark night, then dash
lights went out - couldn't see speedometer or gear indicator. Then headlights went out, but dash
lights came back on. This happened several times while driving the 25 miles home. Tried
looking under the hood and making sure all connections were good, they seemed to be. In case
something got wet in the rain I waited several days to try again, then tried it today - the same
things happened on the street near my home. Tl the contact owns a Ford Crown Victoria. While
driving at any speed, the headlights went out without warning. The failure recurred several
times. The vehicle was taken to ramey Ford princeton , located at courthouse rd, princeton, wv
where it was diagnosed that the light control module was faulty and needed to be replaced. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure and stated that there was no recall. The vehicle was
not repaired. The failure mileage was approximately , The contact stated that the warning
indicators illuminated for the headlights. The vehicle was serviced at cain Ford Lincoln n main
st, cornelia, GA , per NHTSA campaign number: 15v exterior lighting , but the remedy failed to
repair the vehicle. The contact mentioned that the headlight warning indicator remained
illuminated after the recall repair. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and did not
assist. The failure mileage was , Random loss of park lamps while driving increasing rear-end
collision risk. Headlights are operative and working. Headlight recall was performed by ramey
Ford. I paid labor costs and has been diagnosed by Ford as the lighting control module being
the problem. Ford will replace the module at no cost only if it affects headlight function. After
further contacting Ford relations help line, fmc does not seem to care about the matter of the
solder joints cracking for park lamps. I have had multiple traffic stops over this matter all verble
due to me kicking the lighting control module temporarily correcting the issue. Dash lights
illuminate, thinking park lights are working when they are not. I have attached a photo of the
problem. My headlights dim in and out while driving and my wheel studs have popped off twice.
The lighting control module failed one night. The passenger headlight went dim and my signals
wouldn't work on that side. Eventually the entire thing failed and there was no audible clicking
from the module. My car was recalled for a faulty lighting control module and was repaired in
June because the headlights failed. Today the lights experienced the exact same failure. Ford is
refusing to repair it unless we pay full price for diagnostics, parts and service. I have found that
another recall was issued for the same part in April of '17 but my car is not included in the
recall. Recall 15s I can't understand why this recall repair would only last 3 years unless
something was faulty in the repair parts or installation of the part. Please can someone help
me?. The recall was on the affected component, exterior lighting, headlights. I have a Ford
Crown Victoria that was manufactured in may of that has the exact same issue. Yet when I
contact Ford about the issue they said my vehicle was not included in the recall. Working with a
major automobile company previously in Honda of America, I tried to understand why yet found
no reliable answers. I've been having this issue for multiple years where my headlight will come
on and just shut off while driving. While driving at various times electrical problems occur,
headlights will go out along with instrument panel. Sometimes the fan on will come on and will
cut off even when it is off. When temp is cold heater blows cold air. Hot outside heats works. Ac
works fine in both climates. Drivers side window will not come down in certain temperatures.
Heads have low visibility and lens cover gets moisture inside. You have to drive at night with

high beams to try and see at all. Suspension is definitely a problem on steering car has a
swaying motion at times especially in warm weather popping, squeaky notices can also be
heard. Vehicle has 92, actual miles but is becoming a hazard to drive. Vehicle has been
inspected by a reputable repair service who states suspension looks good, parts have grease in
joints, etc and heater problem everything was in specs. Large Ford dealership 35 miles away
would not schedule an appointment due to car being an older model. If problems are not found,
an accident is waiting to happen! Brought used July 26, first time driving at night headlights
flash off and on then go out completely while driving on a main highway. The contact owns a
Ford Crown Victoria. While driving unknown speeds, the headlights stopped working
periodically. The vehicle was taken to a local dealer brinson Ford Lincoln located at state
highway 31 e athens, TX where it was diagnosed that the lighting control module needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but the failure recurred. The dealer stated that the
manufacturer needed to authorize the repairs. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure.
While the vehicle was stationary, the passenger side headlight shut off without warning. On
another occasion, the failure occurred while driving mph. The contact attempted to find parts
independently, but was unable to repair the failure. In addition, the contact received notification
of NHTSA campaign number: 15v exterior lighting , which was directly related to the failure. The
dealer and manufacturer were not contacted. Ford sent me a written safety recall notice 15s39
NHTSA 16v instructing me to approach my Ford dealer to obtain installation of a lcm bypass kit
that will correct a potential headlight problem. I received earlier letters informing me that Ford
was searching for a fix. When I contacted the dealer no such fix was available. Nhtsa recall 16v
the lighting control module lcm has problem. The headlights are not equal. Headlights will not
turn on and sometimes cut off while driving and want cut back on. The contact received
notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15v exterior lighting ; however, the parts to do the
recall repair were not yet available. The contact stated that the manufacturer exceeded a
reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The manufacturer was not made aware of the
issue. The contact experienced a failure with the headlight not illuminating. The contact was
able to tap the light control module to have the headlight operate as intended. The approximate
failure mileage was 44, The contact stated that the headlight control module malfunctioned. The
dealer repaired the same failure one year ago. The vehicle was not repaired, but the failure
occurred on numerous occasions. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure
mileage was 80, While driving, the parking lights and headlights illuminated and shut off on
several occasions. The contact had to manually tap the lighting control module for the lights to
illuminate during the failure. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic, but the failure
could not be replicated. While driving various speeds at night, the headlights became
inoperable without warning. The failure recurred intermittently. The vehicle was not diagnosed
or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified. Recall 15s39, pertaining to headlight module
and soldering problems causing the headlights to go out. My headlights have gone out. It has
been checked for fuse problems and bulbs burnt out. Not the problem. Contacted the
manufacturer and 2 dealerships. All said the part is not available and they do not know when it
will be available. Their remedy was that I walk. It has been since December 21, since the recall
letter was sent out. It too had no remedy, or when the part would be available. Ford has no plans
to fix the problem. My headlights went out when I was driving at night on the freeway. With no
headlights I can not drive at night, during foggy weather, or during rain. The contact stated that
when the headlights were activated, the instrument panel, clock, and radio lights failed to
illuminate. The vehicle was not taken to be diagnosed nor repaired. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , The contact stated that the low
beam headlights failed to illuminate. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic, who
diagnosed that the light module needed to be replaced. The vehicle was to be taken to a dealer
for a second opinion. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the headlights
failed without warning. The contact stated that the high beams had to be turned on in order for
the vehicle to be driven at night. The failure recurred three times. The manufacturer was not
made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately 67, The VIN was unavailable.
While driving approximately 55 mph at night, the headlights became inoperable without
warning. The failure mileage was 92, The VIN was not available. Was driving on highway going
about 65 when the lights headlights turned off. Took yto electrical mechanic said it was a bad
headlight module. Was told Ford had a recall on this. The contact stated that while driving at
various speeds, the headlight went out without warning. The failure recurred numerous times.
The vehicle was taken to dealer, where it was diagnosed that the light module needed to be
replaced. Driving from walmart and my headlights went out when I turned my left directional
now after 10 mins of having headlights on they turn off on their own. I had this car for almost 1
year. Consumer writes in regards to vehicle headlight going out while driving at night in the

rain. The contact stated that while driving approximately 45 mph, the low beam headlights
failed. The contact had to use the high beam. The vehicle was taken to the dealer to have a
diagnostic performed. The failure and current mileage was , Car Problems. Headlights problem
of the Ford Crown Victoria 1. Headlights problem of the Ford Crown Victoria 2. Headlights
problem of the Ford Crown Victoria 3. Headlights problem of the Ford Crown Victoria 4.
Headlights problem of the Ford Crown Victoria 5. Headlights problem of the Ford Crown Victoria
6. Headlights problem of the Ford Crown Victoria 7. Headlights problem of the Ford Crown
Victoria 8. Headlights problem of the Ford Crown Victoria 9. Headlights problem of the Ford
Crown Victoria Problem Category Number of Problems Headlights problems Exterior Lighting
problems. Headlight Switch problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Turn Signal problems.
Headlight Concealment Device problems. Brake Light problems. Turn Signal Flasher Unit
problems. Brake Light Switch problems. So how do you find out what problems are occurring?
Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Headlights are not bright, do not
project beam of feet in front of car, light does not light up. Driver's license plate in front, even
with high beams, a padestrian was crossing and lights couldn't even see him, and consumer
almost hit padestrian. High beams give off the light that regular beams should. Took vehicle to
dealer 3 times for the same problem, they said they adjusted them all 3 three times to Ford's
justifacation. Dealer told consumer that beam wasnot high enough. Consumer thought it was a
manufacturer's defect, and a high risk at night. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford
Explorer transmission engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission
complaint paint defect Crown Victoria recall. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is
your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most
affordable brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended Use.
Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Ford Crown Victoria Headlight. Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results.
Sort by:. Part Number: Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: SET Part
Number: F Part Number: A1R Part Number: R-F Part Number: R-FQ. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 14
of 14 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. ReplaceXL - the most affordable
brand name for replacement parts that Feb 16, Came in a timely fashon, fit and finish was
excellent. Overall satisfaction is for sure. Vern Burton. Purchased on Dec 21, Feb 15, Came on
time, fit perfect, been working excellently Harrison Brown. Purchased on Oct 28, Feb 02, They
look great and the finished is great as well like the new look on the front of my car looks way
better than the old foggy lights. Christian Sierra. Purchased on Jan 15, Show More. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The different vehicle aspects and
parts that your rides have are standard; they are important in the function and performance of
your vehicles so they should be at all times included in its specifications. Among such are
lights assemblies; these are made up of several vehicle lights which includes headlights, tail
lights, signal lights, side marker lights, fog lights, interior lights, etc. But, among these lights,
headlights are considered as among the most important cruising component and so all vehicles
are required to have it in its standard specifications. So, if you have a Ford Crown Victoria, it is
likely to have reliable Ford Crown Victoria headlights in its specifications. The Ford Crown
Victoria is known in the automotive industry as the varieties of automobiles created and
manufactured by Ford Motor Company and are being sold mainly in North America; it is often
called as the "Crown Vic. Headlights and other kinds of vehicle lights in your Crown Victoria are
standard; should you need however, to replace your headlights because it's been damaged or
you just want to upgrade it for maximum visibility, there are lots of replacement pieces in the
market for such needs. Usually, headlights are defined as the kind of vehicle light which are
mounted on the front of the car and light the road ahead; they have reflectors and special
lenses and are sealed beam construction type. In the market, you can find different headlight
types and kinds, the halogen type being the most popular. There are also delay headlights,
projector headlights, parabolic headlights and the automatic headlights. These headlights are
available in the market and you can get any of these for your Ford Crown Victoria. Headlights
may vary in makes, sizes and designs. Headlights are also available whether as OEM
headlights, factory headlights, performance headlights or replacement headlights. You can also
try used Ford Crown Victoria headlights if you want to save some money. You can also give
your Crown Victoria headlights lasting life and enhanced styles by adding headlight

accessories like headlight covers, headlight protector and headlight mask. How to Troubleshoot
Your Ford Crown Victoria Headlights Driving in absolute darkness can seem like a scene from a
horror movie since you don't know what's in front of you until your car hits it. Thankfully,
though, you've got a pair of lights that help you see the road in front of you. With your Ford
Crown Victoria headlights turned on, you'll also be able to handle going out in a downpour, a
blizzard, or fog. However, it can be quite scary when you encounter a problem or two with these
lights as you're driving through these rough weather conditions. But, don't let horrific scenarios
run rampant in your head. Just keep calm, and wait until you're warm and dry in your garage
before trying to troubleshoot your headlights. Your Ford Crown Victoria headlight assemblies
might be able to tell you what has caused them to stop working as they did before. For instance,
flickering headlights might be caused by loose bulbs that you need to re-install. Meanwhile, if
your headlight fixtures become foggy or clouded, then it could be because of having worn out
plastic lenses that might need resurfacing. Alternatively, your headlights might be telling you
that they have moisture behind their lenses so they need to be replaced. So, be sure to check
the assembly first before doing other tests. Just like the other electrical equipment on your Ford
Crown Victoria headlights has a circuit that you can begin checking with your fuse. Locate the
fuse box and disconnect the headlight's fuse with a pair of fuse pullers so that you can inspect
it. If you don't see any damages to the fuse, you can return it in place. You will have to check
the other parts of the circuit to find which part might be need of replacing. But, if you see that
the wiring has been frayed or if its plastic sheathing has been stripped, then you'll need to leave
the replacement job to a professional. Finally, don't forget to check the strength of your
battery's charge since this part can indicate a problem with itself or with your alternator. Your
Ford Crown Victoria headlights can help you see through rain, fog, snow, or darkness. That's
why they're a part of your car's safety equipment. Ensure that they continue to shine brightly by
following these simple tips:. It might seem like a macho move to have a vehicle that looks
"rugged" with dust building up on all the windows and mud sticking to the headlights. But,
having dirty headlights can actually make it harder for you to see the beam and it might even
produce an intense glare. So, give them a quick scrub whenever you're at the gas station and
you'll be much safer for it. In much the same way that you would change your brake pads when
they become thin, you should also change your headlight's bulbs when they start to go dim and
before they burn out. In this way, you'll be able to prevent your bulbs from blowing out while
you're driving in bad weather. Get down and stare at your Ford Crown Victoria so that you can
check its headlight lenses for clarity. If you see that they've turned cloudy and yellowish, then
you'll need to try restoring these plastic pieces back to its original crystal clearness. Otherwise,
these foggy lenses will diffuse the beams of your headlights. All you need to do is to wet one of
your lenses with extremely soapy water before gently buffing it with grit sandpaper that's been
soaked in the soapy water. Make sure that the paper is wet so that it doesn't damage the lens
too much. Finally, rinse and dry the lens and repeat the process on the other headlight. Park
your car so that it faces a flat, white wall and leave your headlights on so that you can test their
beam for brightness and focus. Be sure that you're only leaving the headlights on and not the
high beam or the fog lights. Now, look at the light on the wall and see if they're still bright and
white. If you notice that they're becoming dimmer or yellower, then consider changing your
Ford Crown Victoria headlight bulbs soon. In the meantime, look at the wall again and make
sure that both your bulbs are hitting the same spot on the wall. If they aren't, you'll need to
move the adjusting screws around the headlights so that you can raise or lower one of the
lights. Just be sure to keep them low enough so that they don't turn the drivers in front of you
into road raging maniacs. Headlights have a tendency to surprise a car owner by living shorter
or longer than their average lifespan. This is due to the variety of factors affecting headlight
service life. The material headlights are made from partly dictates how long they last. High
intensity discharge HID lamps have an estimated lifespan of about 2, hours. Halogen headlights,
the type that use a filament to produce light, last from to 1, hours. However, there are several
additional factors that can shorten or prolong headlight life. Headlights would theoretically last
longer in cold weather, where heat given off by the lamps is reduced. Road vibration, electrical
surges, and the thickness of the filament can also be factors in determining the service life of
headlights. Adaptive headlights are a great innovation in headlights and contribute a lot to safe
driving. They react to the steering, speed, and elevation of the car and adjust the light they give
off based on these factors. While regular headlights are fixed and shine straight ahead, adaptive
headlights angle to the direction the car is headed. This is an important function when turning
the vehicle, since the driver can better make speed and timing adjustments when going left or
right. Adaptive headlights are directed at the road and therefore eliminate lamp glare, which is a
known cause of problems to drivers of incoming vehicles. Overdriving the headlights means the
driver is going so fast that the stopping distance is farther than the piece of road that can be

seen with the headlights. On narrow and dark roads, this is very dangerous--the driver is not
given enough distance to make a safe stop. For instance, a car with a headlight range of 45
meters and going at 80 kph will have less room to stop than a car with the same headlight range
going at 60 kph. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Ford Crown Victoria Headlight. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Headlight part.
Recommended Use. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Ford Crown Victoria Headlight. Showing 1
- 15 of 19 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: SET Part Number: F Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 19
results.
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Feb 16, Vern Burton. Purchased on Dec 21, Feb 15, Came on time, fit perfect, been working
excellently Harrison Brown. Purchased on Oct 28, Feb 02, They look great and the finished is
great as well like the new look on the front of my car looks way better than the old foggy lights.
Christian Sierra. Purchased on Jan 15, Show More. Ford Crown Victoria Headlight Guides. Ford
Crown Victoria Headlights. What advantages do adaptive headlights have over standard
headlights? What is "overdriving the headlights" and how dangerous is it? Frequently Asked
Questions. How long do Ford Crown Victoria headlights normally last? Helpful Automotive
Resources. Why are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight can create
unsafe conditions on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for other
drivers as well. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms
of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

